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Privacy protection is an essential part of information security. The use of shared resources demands more privacy and security
protection, especially in cloud computing environments. Side-channel attacks based on CPU cache utilize shared CPU caches
within the same physical device to compromise the system’s privacy (encryption keys, program status, etc.). Information is leaked
through channels that are not intended to transmit information, jeopardizing system security. These attacks have the characteristics of both high concealment and high risk. Despite the improvement in architecture, which makes it more diﬃcult to launch
system intrusion and privacy leakage through traditional methods, side-channel attacks ignore those defenses because of the
shared hardware. Diﬃcult to be detected, they are much more dangerous in modern computer systems. Although some researchers focus on the survey of side-channel attacks, their study is limited to cryptographic modules such as Elliptic Curve
Cryptosystems. All the discussions are based on real-world applications (e.g., Curve25519), and there is no systematic analysis for
the related attack and security model. Firstly, this paper compares diﬀerent types of cache-based side-channel attacks. Based on the
comparison, a security model is proposed. The model describes the attacks from four key aspects, namely, vulnerability, cache
type, pattern, and range. Through reviewing the corresponding defense methods, it reveals from which perspective defense
strategies are eﬀective for side-channel attacks. Finally, the challenges and research trends of CPU cache-based side-channel
attacks in both attacking and defending are explored. The systematic analysis of CPU cache-based side-channel attacks highlights
the fact that these attacks are more dangerous than expected. We believe our survey would draw developers’ attention to sidechannel attacks and help to reduce the attack surface in the future.

1. Introduction
With the development of modern computer systems, more
and more attention is paid to the protection of security and
privacy. However, CPU cache-based side-channel attacks
have become a serious threat nowadays. Residing in the
same hardware resources, the attacker is able to steal sensitive information from the victim program secretly. It
collects temporal information about the behaviors in the
victim program and then uses it to leak execution logic or
important data.
Cloud computing services use virtualized resources
to provide various services. The sharing hardware resources in the cloud make the program more vulnerable to

side-channel attacks. For example, diﬀerent services are run
on the same physical CPU, making it possible to detect the
CPU cache states. By observing the changes in CPU cache
states, attackers infer the memory usage of the victim
program and thus leak sensitive information. Since in CPU
cache-based side-channel attacks attackers do not read the
key information directly, traditional intrusion detections
cannot respond eﬀectively.
It has been decades since the side-channel attacks based
on CPU cache were proposed [1]. Yet the research studies on
this topic are still booming. According to the statistics from
Web of Science, the number of research papers in recent
years has quadrupled since 2010. Figure 1 shows the fact that
every year over 600 papers are accepted or published by
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Figure 1: Number of research papers on side-channel attacks from
2012 to 2019 from Web of Science.

high-quality conferences and journals. Researchers propose
new types of CPU cache-based side-channel attacks. By
optimizing the interfering patterns between the attacker and
the victim program, attackers can manipulate the cache in
various ways. The emergence of these patterns (prime and
probe, ﬂush and reload, etc.) allows attackers and victims to
access the cache in diﬀerent orders, reducing the diﬃculty of
launching an attack. Besides, attackers try to steal information across diﬀerent domains. In the beginning, the attacker and the victim need to stay in the same process (as
diﬀerent threads) [2]. With the evolution of the attack,
sensitive information can be stolen across VMs. Now attackers can even bypass Intel SGX and steal the secret from
enclaves [3]. In addition, more common programs are
suﬀering from the attack. CPU cache-based side-channel
attacks originally targeted the RSA modules of OpenSSL.
Researchers extend the application and ﬁnd more programs
vulnerable to the CPU cache-based side-channel attack. AES
[4, 5], DSA [6], ECC [7], and other implementations of
cryptographic modules in OpenSSL are now proved that
they can be compromised by the attack. Attackers can even
leak the kernel memory [8] and steal user activities [9].
Due to the signiﬁcance of the side-channel attacks, there
are various kinds of surveys focusing on them. However,
these surveys lack a comprehensive understanding of the
attack. Some research studies [10] only provided a taxonomy
about the CPU cache-based side-channel attacks. Without
building any models for the attacks, they missed the analysis
of the attack procedure and thus lack understanding of them.
They also listed the part of the defense strategies. Without
thinking deeply into the conditions of the CPU cache-based
side-channel attacks, they did not explain why these strategies could defend the attacks. Some research studies [11]
pay more attention to attacks with other side channels, for
instance, side channels based on power consumption.
Furthermore, the target programs of these studies are limited
to the implementation of cryptographic modules. In fact,
CPU cache-based side-channel attacks can also be used in
normal programs [12, 13].
To have a comprehensive understanding of CPU cachebased side-channel attacks and the current research status,
this paper discusses the recent research studies of these
attacks. By establishing an attack model with four factors, we

extract the necessary conditions for generating security
threats. We discuss diﬀerent defense strategies and analyze
how they mitigate the attacks. The main contributions of this
paper are as follows:
(1) The paper concludes the general workﬂow of the
attack by comparing existing attacks. We compare
the methods and impacts of diﬀerent side-channel
attacks based on CPU cache and summarize the
premises and general procedures of such attacks. It
extends the attack scenarios and reveals how sensitive data is leaked in side-channel attacks.
(2) This paper establishes an attack model with four
factors, namely, vulnerability, cache type, pattern,
and range. This model can be used to describe
various attacks. It indicates how these attacks evolve.
Through this model, we extract the necessary conditions for generating security threats.
(3) It conducts a comprehensive analysis of diﬀerent
defense strategies. Through these strategies, we analyze from which aspect the defense strategies fail the
attacks and provide better security. It veriﬁes the
necessary conditions and inspires a direction for
future research studies on mitigating the inﬂuences
of CPU cache-based side-channel attacks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 ﬁrst introduces the CPU cache, followed by the
current status of side-channel attacks based on CPU cache in
Section 3. Section 4 establishes a model for such attacks. This
model extracts factors and the necessary conditions for
generating security threats. Then, in Section 5, we explore
and discuss the characteristics of defending strategies by
comparing the model with existing defenses. We discuss the
challenges and solutions for future research, indicating
trends of research studies on CPU cache-based attacks in
Section 6. Finally, the conclusion of the paper is given in
Section 7.

2. CPU Cache
A CPU cache is a type of storage device with a multilayer
structure located between CPU and DRAM. Its capacity is
smaller, while reading and writing speed is much faster than
memory. CPU cache alleviates the contradiction between
high-speed processors and low-speed memory. When the
CPU is calling for data, it ﬁrst queries whether the data is in
the cache. If the content in the memory has been loaded in
the cache, it can be read directly from the cache, which
means a cache hit. Otherwise, the content needs to be loaded
into cache before it is used by the CPU, meaning a cache
miss. According to the principle of temporal and spatial
locality, the content in this cache will be accessed again with
a high probability, reducing the time the CPU waits for
reading and writing data from the memory.
A modern CPU cache is designed with a hierarchy architecture. Usually, CPU has three layers of cache, named L1
cache, L2 cache, and L3 cache. There are diﬀerences in access
speed and capacity between diﬀerent layers. The higher-level
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cache (e.g., L1 cache) provides swifter access, while the
lower-level cache (e.g., L3 cache) provides larger capacity.
Table 1 shows part of the capacities and access latencies of
diﬀerent layers of cache from various CPUs. The access
latency changes caused by various levels of cache are the
basis of side-channel attacks. In the following sections, all
side-channels refer to those based on CPU cache. Other side
channels based on factors such as energy consumption or
electromagnetic performance are out of our scope.
When the CPU tries to give access to data in the cache, it
will ﬁrst search in the L1 cache. If it cannot ﬁnd it, it will
switch to the L2 cache and so on. The hierarchy inheritance
structure of the CPU cache has such a characteristic that if a
certain data exists in the high-level cache (such as L1 cache),
it must be found in the lower-level cache (such as L3 cache).
The inclusiveness of the CPU cache is deﬁned as follows: m
denotes a piece of memory data. L1, L2, and L3 denote the
contents in the L1 cache, L2 cache, and L3 cache. Then,
m ∈ L1 ⟶ m ∈ L2 ⟶ m ∈ L3.

(1)

The inclusiveness of the CPU cache also ensures that the
eviction in the L3 cache leads to the eviction in L2 and L1
cache, which means
m ∉ L3 ⟶ m ∉ L2 ⟶ m ∉ L1.

(2)

The inclusiveness ensures the consistency of the cache
states in diﬀerent levels.

3. Side-Channel Attacks
Kocher [1] ﬁrst proposed the idea of timing attacks in 1996.
By 2005, Colin Percival [14] ﬁrst noticed the fragility of the
CPU cache in the face of side channels against time. He used
symmetric multithreading (SMT) and L1 data cache to attack the RSA in OpenSSL. It opened up the prologue of the
CPU cache-based side-channel attack. Ristenpart [15]
launched a cache-based side-channel attack across virtual
machines, which brought a huge threat to cloud security.
Irazoqui [4] and Zhang et al. [9] proposed cross-core cache
side-channel attacks in 2014 and 2015, further expanding the
scope of the attack. In 2016, researchers even completed a
cache-based side-channel attack that works between different processors [16]. Even if the programs are not running
on the same CPU, an attacker can leak sensitive information
through cache because of cache coherency. Meltdown [13]
and Spectre [12] shocked the security community and received widespread attention from the industry and academia. They come from ﬂaws in the architecture design and are
not caused by software or systems. Almost all modern CPUs
have been aﬀected. These two vulnerabilities and follow-up
studies [17] rely on cache side-channels to help complete the
attack. In recent years, Intel deployed SGX technology in
their CPUs to help users to build a minimal trusted computing base. It allows users to put sensitive data and codes of
the program in a secure container called enclave [18],
providing conﬁdentiality and integrity protection. Although
SGX technology was once considered the future of trusted
execution environments, it fails to solve cache side-channel

attacks. Although enclave has advantages in defending
against Flush + Reload cache side-channel attacks, Götzfried
J [19] designed a Prime + Probe attack scheme to identify the
memory location accessed by the enclave code, thereby
leaking sensitive data.
The changing of CPU cache-based side-channel attacks
reveals its evolution. The conditions of the attack are becoming looser. The scope of the attack is becoming wider. So
the ability of the attack has been improved. Although the
hardware vendors and software developers have raised the
attention to security issues, the attack surface of cache sidechannel attacks is becoming larger and larger, and the attack
methods have become more complex.
3.1. Attack Workﬂow. To cause information leakage, sidechannel attacks need to complete the following four steps.
3.1.1. Deﬁne the Connection between the Victim Program and
the Attacker Program. The ﬁrst step to launch a side-channel
attack is to search for available channels. The connection
between the victim and the attacker program can indicate
the carrier of the channel. In CPU cache-based side-channel
attacks, the carrier of the channel is the CPU cache, which
means it is necessary to search for the correlation between
the attacker program and the victim program in the cache.
For example, the research by Eckert et al. [19] takes advantage of a shared library (OpenSSL 0.9.8n) that both attacker and victim call. In completely fair scheduling settings,
they occupy the exact same cache. Large pages also introduce
connections. It is common for virtualization applications
such as VMware and Xen to deploy large pages to manage
physical memory in guest virtual machines [20]. In this case,
attackers utilize the large page mechanism to establish a
connection between the virtual page and the physical page.
This connection allows attacks to snoop other processes’
piracy data through cache.
3.1.2. Collect the Activities in the Cache of the Attacker’s
Program While It Is Running. According to the connection
between the victim and the attack program, the attacker will
use an appropriate memory read and write mode to detect its
own cache states. At this stage, the attacker usually pre-set
the state of the cache. For example, by continuous memory
reading or writing, attackers ensure their target memory is
loaded in cache. They also use CLFLUSH instruction or other
methods to make sure the content is evicted out of cache.
When the victim process is being executed, attackers will
access memory again multiple times in a row. The state of the
cache can be recorded by the access delay. This step is
performed at the same time as the victim program.
3.1.3. Speculate on the Cache Changes of the Victim Program.
Due to the connection between the victim and the attacker
program described in the ﬁrst step, the cache behaviors of
the victim program can be inferred from the cache states
recorded by the attacker from step 2. There are usually two
types of connections between cache states from the victim
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Table 1: Cache capacity and latency.

Model
i7-6900K
i7-6700
i7-4770
i7-3770
E5-2699
i3-2120

Microarchitecture
Bradwell
Skylake
Haswell
Ivy Bridge
Bradwell
Sandy Bridge

L1 size (K)
64
64
64
64
64
64

L1 latency
4
4
4
4
4
4

and attacker processes: consistency and exclusion. The
consistency connection means victim and attacker processes
share the same cache states (hit or miss), which widely exist
in side-channel attacks based on shared libraries
[5, 6, 16, 20–23]. It allows the content that is out of the cache
to be loaded by its rival, and thus, it can spy on sensitive
information. Exclusion refers to the exclusive use of the
cache mutually by both victim and attacker processes. When
one of them tries to occupy the cache, it evicts rival’s content
out of cache ﬁrst, causing changes in the cache states.
3.1.4. Infer the Sensitive Information of the Victim’s Program.
There is a connection between the cache state of the victim
program and sensitive information. In caching side-channel
attacks, it is necessary to perform a priori analysis of the
victim’s program so that attackers are able to deﬁne the
association between state changes and sensitive information
of the victim.
For example, the basic operation unit in the encryption
or decryption of RSA is x � ye modn. To perform fast calculation, the RSA module of OpenSSL 0.9.7c uses the squareand-multiply algorithm. It squares y log2 e times and then
performs log2 e/2 additional multiplications by y. After that,
the product is reduced by modulo n. OpenSSL optimizes the
algorithm with siding windows’ exponentiation. It calls the
multiply function and square function in BIGNUM
according to e and then uses Montgomery reduction. In this
process, the numbers of square function calls and multiplication function calls are closely related to the sensitive
information e, which is the key. Whether the functions are
called or not indicates the bits in e, and the number of
function calls indicates the number of all the bits.
When the attacker knows the status change of the victim’s program, the attacker can speculate on its sensitive
information and eventually cause the ﬁnal information
leakage. The complete attack process is explained in Figure 2.
In step 1, attackers check if the attacker program and
victim program co-reside in the same system. The co-residence ensures that there is a connection between them, and
thus, they can use the same cache.
In step 2, deﬁne s as the sensitive information in the
victim program. When the victim program is executed,
speciﬁc state changes (deﬁned as p) displayed on the cache
are related to the sensitive information s. That is, there is a
mapping:
p � f(s).
(3)
In step 3, according to the correlation analysis of the
victim program and the attacker program, deﬁne the

L2 size
256
256
256
256
256
256

L2 latency
12
12
12
12
12
12

L3 size (M)
20
8
8
8
55
3

L3 latency
59
42
36
29.9
65
27.9

relevance (marked as g) of the attacker’s cache state (marked
as q), which means
q � g(p).

(4)

In step 4, the process of restoring sensitive information
in a side-channel attack can be expressed as
s � f− 1 g− 1 (q).

(5)

These 4 steps represent the workﬂow of revealing sensitive information s through cache-based side-channel
attacks.
3.2. Threats of the Attacks. The harm of cache side-channel
attacks is that the attacker uses this channel to secretly
transmit sensitive information, posing threats to the system.
The threat of cache side-channel attacks is mainly listed in
the following aspects:
(a) Disclosure of sensitive information such as privacy
(b) Deliver the results of malicious code execution
(c) Denial of service
CPU cache-based side-channel attacks can launch attacks across diﬀerent domains (diﬀerent processes, diﬀerent
VMs, diﬀerent platforms, diﬀerent CPUs, etc.). Its most
widely used application is to leak sensitive information of the
target program. Sensitive information includes the key in the
encryption and decryption algorithm, the crucial data calculated by the program, the user’s behavior, or the memory
layout. Due to the unpredictability of the cache state, this
type of sensitive information leakage is diﬃcult to capture
through pattern or feature detection, so it is concealed.
Cache side-channel attacks often work to serve other
malicious operations. Attackers pass the result of the previous malicious behavior through it. ExSpectre [17] is a
typical example of using a side channel to deliver the results
of malicious code execution. As shown in Figure 3, the
attacker ﬁrst trains the branch predictor through trigger
codes. Next time, the program comes to the same branch; it
will take the same branch in predicting execution. The red
arrow is the execution of the misprediction. There are code
gadgets of malicious behavior hidden in this branch.
When the CPU realizes the misprediction, it rolls back
and executes the actual branch. However, the malicious
instructions have been executed, and the execution result of
the instruction is delivered to the attacker through a sidechannel attack on a predeﬁned array. The rollback does not
eliminate the inﬂuence on the cache.
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① Co-resident check

Sensitive s

③ q = g (p)

② p = f (s)

Cache
state q

④ s = f–1 (g–1 (q))

Figure 2: Workﬂow of cache-based side-channel attacks.

Trigger code

Payload

Actual
execution

CPU cache
Results

Cache side-channel

Speculative execution
(1) Training

(2) Attacking

Figure 3: Leak malicious results of ExSpectre through cache-based side-channel attack.

Since predictive execution will roll back the result after
ﬁnding that the wrong branch is selected, it is impossible to
discover the malicious behavior being executed by code
tracing or dynamic analysis. In this case, the threat of sidechannel attacks lies in the delivery of malicious code running
results.
Since low-level caches (such as LLC) are often shared by
multiple cores, malicious programs can also use cache sidechannel attacks to make a malicious program keep preempting the cache so that other programs on the core cannot
use the cache and memory normally. Preempting the shared
cache will reduce the performance of the victim’s program,
causing a denial of service. Research studies [24–26] show
that this type of attack can cause a performance reduction by
95% and overhead increase by 7.9X.

4. Analysis Model of the Side-Channel Attacks
We deﬁne the model of cache side-channel attacks as
CACHE_SIDE_CHANNEL_ATK:
〈vulne, type, pattern, range〉|
vulne ∈ LEAK_CODE;
type ∈ CACHE TYPE;
pattern ∈ CACHE_ACT;
range ∈ core, package, NUMA, system.
Among them, LEAK CO DE refers to the vulnerable
code inside the victim program that can be compromised.
That is the basis for information leakage. For instance, CVE2018-0737 [27], CVE-2017-5754 [28], and CVE-2016-2178
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[29] expose this type of codes. Vulnerabilities may contain
the leakage of executing times of diﬀerent branches or
memory access patterns, etc. CACHE_TYPE describes the
type of cache used by side-channel attacks, which are the
carrier of the channel. They can be L1-I, L1-D caches, LLC
caches, or any available CPU cache. With the deepening of
research, attackers tend to use more general cache than
specialized cache, which widens the attack range and brings
more and more threats. CACHE_ACT deﬁnes the connection between the state change caused by the attacker and
the victim processes, including mutual exclusion and consistency, as mentioned above. According to CACHE_ACT,
the attacker organizes the order and pattern for the victim
and the attacker to use the cache and times the operations for
probing. The model is illustrated in Figure 4.
According to the co-resident conﬁguration of the attacker program and the victim program, a side-channel
attack has a threat range, that is, the upper and lower bounds
of the leaked conﬁdence. range deﬁnes the range of sensitive
information that is leaked, that is, the source and destination
of the information leakage.
Table 2 lists some of the research studies about sidechannel attacks indicating their development. Through
comparison, the diﬀerences in cache side-channel attacks are
mainly presented in the following aspects: the vulnerabilities
the attack takes, the type of cache, the pattern of probing the
cache state, and the collocation range that the attacker and
the victim co-reside in. These are key elements that constitute the cache side-channel attack model.
4.1. Program Vulnerability. Vulnerabilities of the programs
attacked by side-channel attacks result from the failure to cut
the connection between sensitive information and cache
state changes. In CVE-2018-0737 [27], OpenSSL calls
BN_mod_inverse() function and BN_mod_exp_mont()
function without setting the BN_FLG_CONSTTIME ﬂag
during Montgomery arithmetic setup and modular exponentiation. The resulting code path is not constant time and
eventually leaks the critical GCD state and critical exponentiation state. The patch codes, shown in Figure 5, add
BN_FLG_CONSTTIME ﬂag, making it a constant execution
time in the face of diﬀerent inputs. This cuts oﬀ the connection between sensitive information and the cache state so
that cache side-channel attacks cannot leak corresponding
information through cache.
4.2. Cache Type. CACHE_TYPE deﬁnes the types of CPU
cache used by the attacks. There are three main types of
caches utilized in CPU cache-based side-channel attacks: L1I, L2-D, and LLC, namely, CACHE_TYPE � {L1 − I,
L1 − D, LLC}.
L1-I: the L1 cache is the fastest part of the cache. Its
capacity and speed have a great impact on the performance of the CPU. Therefore, the cache is designed
to be divided into the data cache and instruction cache.
L1-I is the instruction cache, which is specially used to
store instructions in the ﬁrst-level cache. Whether the

content (code) is in cache or not indicates whether it
has been recently accessed. In side-channel attacks, the
attackers usually use L1-I to infer the execution path.
Research studies [6, 21] used L1-I to launch sidechannel attacks on RSA for sensitive information.
L1-D: L1-D is the part of the ﬁrst-level cache that stores
data. Unlike L1-I, cache states of L1-D reﬂect the access
to data in memory. Although it is unlikely to read the
speciﬁc values of the data stored in these caches, the
data structure of the victim’s program and the access
pattern of variables can also be utilized to infer sensitive
data. Researches [2, 5, 14, 23] used L1-D cache as the
carrier of side-channel attacks to compromise
OpenSSL’s RSA and AES algorithms and leak encryption and decryption keys successfully.
LLC: last-level cache is the part of the CPU cache close
to memory. As shown in Table 1, compared to L1-I and
L2-D caches, the LLC cache has a larger access latency.
Therefore, cache side-channel attacks have better robustness when using LLC as their carrier. In modern
CPUs with three-layer caches, the L3 cache is the LLC.
In normal cases, the L3 cache can be shared and
synchronized by the entire package, while L1 and L2
caches are shared by the core. These diﬀerences result in
diﬀerent ranges of attacks. Cache side-channel attacks
targeting LLC can leak sensitive information to attackers who share the same package, while these attacks
based on L1-D and L1-I cache can only leak to attackers
who share the same core. This also explains why more
side-channel attacks prefer to use L3 cache in their
attacks [4, 8, 9, 12, 13, 17, 20, 22, 30–36, 38–41].
4.3. Attack Pattern. CACHE_ACT deﬁnes the communication mode between the attacker and the victim programs.
There are 6 attack patterns.
4.3.1. Prime + Probe. In Prime + Probe mode, the attacker
infers the behavior of the victim program by detecting which
part of the cache from the attacker program has been evicted
by the victim. The process of a single leak is shown in
Figure 6. It has three steps.
First, in the prime stage, the attacker ﬁlls the cache with
his own content (marked in yellow in the ﬁgure). Then, it lets
the victim program run for some time. The time interval is
related to the algorithm of the victim program and the
sensitive information needed. During this time, the victim
program will use the cache according to its own code logic.
The data or code of the attacker’s program in the corresponding cache is evicted because of cache conﬂict. These
evicted cache lines are loaded with data from the victim,
which is marked in blue in the ﬁgure. Then, in the probe
stage, the attacker reads the data previously ﬁlled in the
cache again and records the access time. If the read time
exceeds the predeﬁned threshold, it means the data in this
cache line has been evicted by the victim program, and the
corresponding data or code to the victim program was
visited in the last time interval. Otherwise, the cache is not
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CACHE_SIDE_CHANNEL_ATK

Vulne

CVE2018-0737

Type

CVE...
2016-2178

L1-I

Pattern

…

L3

Prime
+ Probe

Flush
+ Reload

Range

Package

…

Core

…

Figure 4: The model of the side-channel attacks.
Table 2: Research studies on cache-based side-channel attacks.
Attacks
[14]
[2]
[5, 23]
[21]
[6]
[8]
[20]
[30]
[4]
[31–34]
[9]
[35]
[36]
[37]
[22]
[38]
[39]
[16]
[12, 13, 17]
[40, 41]

Patterns
Prime + Probe
Prime + Probe
Prime + Probe
Prime + Probe
Prime + Probe
Evict +time
Flush + Reload
Flush + Reload
Flush + Reload
Flush + Reload
Flush + Reload
Flush + Reload
Flush + Reload
Prime + Probe
Flush + Reload
Prime + Probe
Flush + Flush
Invalidate + Transfer
Flush + reload/evict + time
Prime + Probe

Cache types
L1-D
L1-D
L1-D
L1-I
L1-I
LLC
LLC
LLC
LLC
LLC
LLC
LLC
LLC
LLC
LLC
LLC
LLC
—
LLC
LLC

1. diff --git a/crypto/rsa/rsa_gen.c b/crypto/rsa/rsa_gen.c

Range
Core
Core
Core
Core
Core
CPU
CPU
CPU
CPU/VM
CPU
CPU/VM
CPU
CPU
CPU
CPU
CPU
Core
System
CPU
CPU/enclave

Attacker

2. @@ –89, 6 +89, 8 @@ static int rsa_builtin_keygen (RSA *rsa, int bits, BIGNUM *e_value,
3.

Target
OpenSSL(0.9.7c) RSA
AES
OpenSSL(0.9.8) AES
OpenSSL(0.9.8d) RSA
OpenSSL(0.9.8e) RSA
Kernel memory
OpenSSL(0.9.8n) AES
GnuPG(1.4.13) RSA
OpenSSL(1.0.1f ) AES
OpenSSL(1.0.1e) ECDSA
User activities
TLS andDTLS
Keyboard input
GnuPG(1.4.13/1.4.18) ElGamal
OpenSSL DSA
AES
AES T-table
Open SSL AES/libgcrypt ElGamal
Memory isolation
RSA

Prime

Probe

if (BN_copy (rsa->e, e_value) == NULL)

4.

goto err;

5. +

BN_set_flags (rsa->p, BN_FLG_CONSTTIME);

6. +

BN_set_flags (rsa->q, BN_FLG_CONSTTIME);

7.

BN_set_flags (r2, BN_FLG_CONSTTIME);

8.

/* generate p and q */

9.

…

Figure 5: Patch code for CVE-2018-0737 vulnerability.

CPU cache

Victim

Normal access

Figure 6: Workﬂow of Prime + Probe.

evicted, which means the victim did not give access to these
cache lines. In the end, the complete sensitive information is
leaked through multiple primings and probings.
4.3.2. Flush + Reload. Flush + Reload pattern is a variant of
Prime + Probe. The multilayer inheritance structure of the
CPU cache makes it inclusive. That is, the content in the

high-level cache (such as L1) must also exist in the low-level
cache (LLC). When content is expelled from the high-level
cache, the low-level cache will also expel the corresponding
cache line. Based on this fact, attacks utilize CLFLUSH instruction to empty the cache and launch the attack. The
workﬂow of Flush + Reload is shown in Figure 7. The
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attacker ﬁrst uses the CLFLUSH instruction to expel the
content of the victim program from all caches. This makes
sure that none of the victim’s content is in the cache. Then, it
lets the victim program run for a while. When the time slice
is exhausted, the attacker program reloads the cached
content and checks whether the content exists in the cache
based on the reloading time. If the accessing time is short, it
means the victim visited these contents in the previous
phase. The Flush + Reload pattern requires shared memory
to ensure that both the attacker and the victim can operate
on the same memory content and the same cache line. If the
attacker ﬁnds that these previously evicted contents appear
in the cache, it means they were accessed by the victim
program, which in turn reveals the running status and
sensitive information of the victim program.
4.3.3. Evict + Reload. Evict + Reload and Flush + Reload
modes are similar. The main diﬀerence lies in the method of
eviction. Usually in the Flush + Reload pattern, the attacker
and victim programs have shared memory, so the corresponding cache line can be evicted directly through the
CLFLUSH instruction. If these two do not have shared
memory, attackers take the Evict + Reload pattern. The attack workﬂow is shown in Figure 8. It loads the memory that
is competitive with the cache to evict cache lines (yellow
blocks in the ﬁgure). That is, attackers ﬁnd diﬀerent
memories that will be placed in the same cache line. In this
way, when the attacker program accesses this memory, the
backup of the victim program’s corresponding memory in
the cache will also be expelled from the cache line, thereby
establishing the connection between them.
4.3.4. Evict + Time. In Evict + Time, the attackers ﬁrst let the
victim program run normally. The program uses the cache
normally, and they record the time to establish a baseline.
Then, the attackers evict some cache lines and then let the
victim program run again. By comparing the time and the
baseline of the victim program, the attackers can determine
whether the victim program uses the evicted cache line.
Evict + Time requires multiple executions. If the victim
program is only launched once, an accurate result cannot be
obtained.
4.3.5. Flush + Flush. The Flush + Flush pattern is based on
the fact CLFLUSH instruction shows diﬀerent execution
times when facing diﬀerent states of cache. If the target of
CLFLUSH exists in the cache, it needs to be evicted from the
multilevel cache during execution, so the execution time is
longer. Otherwise, the execution time is shorter. The difference between the execution time allows the attacker’s
program to determine whether the cache line has been
accessed by the victim through the execution time of the
instruction.
The workﬂow of Flush + Flush is illustrated in Figure 9.
After ﬂushing all the cache lines, the normal access will load
its contents into the cache. Then, the attacker will empty the
cache again by CLFLUSH instruction and measure its
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Figure 7: Workﬂow of Flush + Reload.
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Figure 8: Workﬂow of Evict + Reload.

execution time. Diﬀerent from other patterns, Flush + Flush
utilizes the execution time of instructions rather than
accessing memory, so it is prone to false positives and false
negatives.
4.3.6. Invalidate + Transfer. It seems impossible to leak
sensitive information across processors in a platform with
multiple processors because processes use separated CPU
caches. However, Irazoqui [16] found that, to maintain cache
consistency, the cache data of diﬀerent CPUs are synchronized from diﬀerent processors. When the memory that
needs to be accessed is invalid in the cache of one CPU, it can
be synchronized from the other one, which causes a time
diﬀerence. In the Invalidate + Transfer pattern, the attacker
program ﬁrst evicts the shared memory from a CPU cache
and then lets the victim program run. If the access time
consumed when the victim program accesses the memory
again is lower than the threshold, it means that the memory
is re-accessed, and the previously evicted cache content is
synchronized back to the cache across processors. In this
way, the attacker can infer whether the target memory is
accessed across diﬀerent CPUs and then leak sensitive
information.
4.4. Range. The basis of cache side-channel attacks is cache,
and diﬀerent types of cache have their own scope of inﬂuence. L1 cache is core sharing, that is, only programs
executed on the same physical core can access the same L1
cache at the same time, so the scope of the attack is also
limited to the core range. We summarize the current attacks
into four levels: package, core, NUMA, and system. The
system sharing means resources that all processes in the
system can access. NUMA sharing is smaller than the system
sharing. It is based on the same memory controller. The
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Figure 9: Workﬂow of Flush + Flush.

package range is shared between objects within the same
package. Core sharing has the smallest range. When the
range is deﬁned, attacks can only leak sensitive information
from victims in the same scope (same core or package).
4.5. Trend of the Attacks. There is a trend in the development
of side-channel attacks:
(i) More common of the cache types
The cache utilized is transferring from the dedicated
one to a common one. At ﬁrst, the carrier of attacks
was the L1 cache. The attack only occupied the data
cache or instruction cache. The more dedicated the
cache is, the more unique the cache state changes
are and the simpler it is to infer the cause of the
cache state change. For example, in the work [6], the
authors utilized L1-I, which can only be shared over
the core. That is to say, only when the target and the
attacker programs are in the same domain (in this
case, core), can the cache side-channel attack be
carried out. This is a limitation because attackers
have to use SMT or temporarily occupy the RSA
process to share physical cores. Only these programs
that can occupy physical cores at the same time as
the target program can launch such attacks. The
limitation is so strong that this side-channel attack
cannot be widely used.
(ii) Wider range of the attack threats
The range of attack threats is getting wider. This is
caused by the changes of the utilized cache type. Its
attack capabilities range from the code shared by the
local process to the memory shared between different local processes and then to code in the cloud
environment (across diﬀerent virtual machines).
There are even attacks that leak sensitive information across diﬀerent CPUs using data consistency.
This means the attack surface becomes wider, which
brings more challenges to privacy and security
protection. More importantly, it also leads to the
diversiﬁcation of private information. Side-channel
attacks originally target the keys involved in encryption and decryption algorithms such as AES
and RSA. Nowadays, more higher-level sensitive
information such as kernel address space layout or
user behavior and keyboard strokes is being compromised as well.

(iii) Looser attack requirements
Requirements for attacks are getting looser. In the
early days when cache side-channel attacks were
ﬁrst proposed, the conditions required to launch a
complete attack were very harsh. For example, the
access-driven side-channel attack designed by Michael et al. [2] requires the AES algorithm to occupy
a separate lookup table in the last round. And, the
attacker needs to preempt the AES process in a small
interval. These conditions are unrealistic for ordinary programs, so the probability of a successful
attack is small. However, the improved attacks are
much more tolerant. The attack can succeed even in
a system and platform with common settings. The
attack proposed by Sinan Inci et al. [42] recovers the
key in a cloud computing environment, only requires large pages to be enabled. In cloud computing platforms, the large page mechanism is
usually conﬁgured for performance. This is especially true on some servers using oracle databases.
These looser conditions greatly make it easier to
launch side-channel attacks.
(iv) More stable channels
Channels are getting more and more stable. The
stability of the channel has been improved. The
instability of the attacks results from the instability
of the cache. However, the new attack reduces the
instability through new patterns and veriﬁcation
mechanisms. Additionally, attacks have evolved
from the initial multiple runs to a single execution.
4.6. Attack Conditions. To threaten the system, the CPU
cache-based side-channel attack needs to meet the following
three conditions:
T1. There is a corresponding mapping between the state
change of the cache and the sensitive information in the
program
T2. In the range where the corresponding cache is
shared, other programs are allowed to co-reside
T3. The co-resident program can infer the target cache
status change through its own cache status
T1 condition is the basis of CPU cache-based sidechannel attack. Since it utilizes the changes of cache states to
leak sensitive information of the target program, diﬀerent
sensitive information deﬁnitely cause diﬀerences between
cache states during the attack. Otherwise, the attacker
cannot infer sensitive information by observing the changes
in the cache states.
T2 condition ensures that the attack program and the
victim program reside in the same hardware device. If T2 is
not satisﬁed, they are deployed on diﬀerent caches. The
separation of the hardware usage makes it unavailable of the
changes in the cache state, and thus, it blocks the inference of
the sensitive information.
Even if T2 condition is met, attackers may not necessarily be able to use the cache to obtain sensitive information
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in the victim’s program. The attackers also need to ensure
that when the victim’s cache status changes, they can
speculate on these changes through their own caches. T3
condition demands that these caches are not only physically
related but also logically inferred from each other.
Since it needs to meet these attack conditions in order to
leak the sensitive information of the target program and
bring threats to the system, we can also destroy these
conditions in the attack scenario to invalidate the attack. As a
matter of fact, all defense strategies against cache sidechannel attacks are based on these perspectives to reduce the
threat of attacks and protect the system. They will be discussed in the next section.

5. Analysis of the Defenses
By studying the reasons why defenses could take eﬀect, we
divide them into the diﬀerent strategy types.
5.1. Information Independency. T1 requires a correlation
between the sensitive information and the cache states during
the operation. Information independency (constant time, for
example) ruins this condition. It ensures that the behavior of
the target program is completely independent of sensitive data,
that is, cache access, branch selection, etc., are independent of
sensitive information. In this case, even if the order of the cache
or even the program execution is revealed, sensitive information can stay safe. Patches for OpenSSL vulnerabilities CVE2018-0737 [27], CVE-2018-0734 [43], CVE-2018-12438 [44],
CVE-2014-0076 [45], and CVE-2016-2178 [29] modify codes in
diﬀerent branches, making the program execution sequence
unrelated to the key, thereby preventing the corresponding
cache side-channel attack. Brickell [46] suggested not to
perform sensitive information-dependent access operations on
the memory that exceeds the granularity of the cache line,
destroying the connection between sensitive information and
memory access patterns. NaCl library [47] and
libﬁxedtimeﬁxpoint [48] turn the execution time of diﬀerent
branches in OpenSSL into constants that do not depend on
inputs, which can defend against side-channel attacks.
5.2. Time Blinding. Modifying the time (CPU cycles) read by
the attacker can aﬀect the judgment of the cache state. The
time blinding strategy is mainly divided into two major
methods:
(i) Virtual time
The virtual time hides the real access time. When the
attacker requests to read CPU cycles, the system
returns a time that is constructed. Vattikonda et al.
[49] designed a cloud computing environment with
Xen that can provide virtual time. In this cloud
environment, when an attacker requests to read CPU
cycles, he will get a virtual clock cycle given by the
system instead of the real time. Therefore, it is impossible to infer the change of the cache state of the
victim program, which is eﬀective for defending
side-channel attacks.

(ii) Time black box
Cock et al. and Zhang et al. [50, 51] used time black
box to mitigate side-channel attacks. Unlike the
virtual time that modiﬁes all the interfaces for
detecting time, the black box treats the entire system
as a whole and then takes control over the time of
events that can be tested externally. In other words,
the execution of the program is a black box, and the
execution time of each part cannot be obtained. The
time the attacker obtains from the outside is the time
of the entire black box, so it is impossible to infer the
execution status in the black box, let alone the
connection between sensitive information and state
changes.
Time blinding strategies ruin T3 to make their defenses
eﬀective.
5.3. Time Sharing. Regardless of the attack patterns mentioned in Section 4.3, the victim and attacker programs use
the cache in turn. Through the time-sharing utilization of the
cache, the threat of cache side-channel attacks can be reduced. Godfrey et al. [52] proposed an idea that clears all
cache contents when diﬀerent VMs are switched. However,
it brings huge performance overhead to the system. In the
experiment of Benjamin et al. [53], clearing the contents of
the L1 cache will cause a 17% performance cost. If the LLC is
cleared out of the cache every time the VM is switched, the
performance overhead will be even greater. Time sharing
strategy realizes the defense by ruining T3.
5.4. Resource Isolation. Diﬀerent from the time-sharing
strategy in which shared resources are provided to the victim
and attacker programs, the resource division strategy divides
the resources for use by diﬀerent programs. That is, diﬀerent
resources are no longer shared by multiple programs. They
are now exclusive. The basis of the resource isolation strategy
is to reduce the shared area. For example, turning oﬀ the
hyperthreading in hardware reduces the resource sharing
caused by SMTand prevents diﬀerent threads from accessing
the cache. In fact, most cloud service providers, such as
Microsoft’s Azure [54], turned oﬀ SMT to gain higher security guarantees. VMWare [53] suggests turning oﬀ the
page sharing feature in the conﬁguration to resist crossvirtual machine side-channel attacks.
Resource isolation strategies are applied to CPU caches
as well, which are mainly divided into hardware isolation
and software isolation. Hardware isolation aims to use a
hardware mechanism to ensure that the cache line is exclusively occupied by the victim program, so the attacker
program cannot use its own cache performance to infer the
changes in the victim program. It ruins T3 to counter sidechannel attacks. Cache Allocation Technology (CAT) provided by Intel can prevent speciﬁc cache lines in the LLC
from being replaced. CATalyst [55] manages the use of cache
through CAT. Its experiments prove that it shows eﬀective
defense against LLC-based side-channel attacks in cloud
computing environments. Partition-locked cache (PLcache)
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[56] adds a locking attribute to the use of the cache, which
isolates the use of cache lines. It destroys T3 by reducing the
conﬂict between the victim and the attacker on the cache
line.
The software isolation of resources mainly uses the
method of cache coloring. The cache coloring algorithm was
originally proposed to improve the cache replacement efﬁciency, reducing conﬂicts and increasing the hit rate for
higher system performance. Cache coloring divides the
cache into diﬀerent color blocks and indexes the color blocks
that should be stored according to the coloring bits. When
the cache group is mapped, the high part of the index is used
as the coloring bits to determine the corresponding cache
line. If the physical address (PA) is used as the index of the
cache, the coloring bits are not only the high part of the set
index but also the low part of the frame number during
memory addressing. This ensures that if the memory belongs
to diﬀerent pages, it will be allocated to diﬀerent color
blocks.
With cache coloring, Kim et al. [57] proposed a function
similar to PLcache, which allows the target program to
monopolize the cache line of a certain color block so that the
attacker and the victim cannot share the same cache line in
side-channel attacks. It also ruins T3.
5.5. Anti-Co-Resident Detection. T2 shows that the attacker
can only carry out a complete side-channel attack when it is
co-resident in the same environment with the victim. This is
especially essential in cloud computing platforms because
the attacker needs to check whether it is co-resident with the
target victim through co-resident detection. The attacker can
launch co-resident detection based on network information,
resource interference, and other information.
The authors of [15, 58] proposed a method of co-resident
information exchange across VMM using a covert channel.
However, it requires both the attacker and the victim to be
under complete control, so it can only be used for proof of
concept, which means it will not be exploited in actual
threats. Attackers can perform co-resident detection
through the occupation of hardware resources. When the
attacker and the victim program are in a co-resident state,
resource preemption and scheduling will inevitably occur,
which in turn gives the attacker the ability to search for
attackable objects under the platform. In the work by Adam
et al. [59], the network is used to determine whether two
virtual machines are under the same physical host. The
attacker keeps sending network packets to occupy the
physical network card, which makes the network communication delay between it and the target virtual machine
increase. Then, it infers if the target is on the same physical
host as it. In this way, the co-resident detection is completed.
Zhang et al. [60], on the contrary, used statistical cache load
to infer whether there are other virtual machines in the
corresponding environment. Si Yu et al. [61] later further
abstracted the modeling of this method, which improved the
accuracy.
Attackers can also ﬁnd co-resident targets through
network information. The host platform often assigns the
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same or similar IP addresses to the virtual machines. Based
on the IP information, Ristenpart et al. [15] successfully
performed co-resident detection on the Amazon Elastic
Compute Cloud server. The co-resident detection based on
network information can be repaired by software updates.
The current Amazon EC2 server has conﬁgured its network,
and network information can no longer be used for coresident detection. However, the idea of using network
information to detect other virtual machines existing in the
same physical machine is the most commonly used method.
It is simple but eﬀective.
Co-resident detection is an important step in cross-VM
side-channel attacks. By optimizing virtual machine isolation and hardware resource management on cloud services,
attackers are prevented from inferring co-resident information through changes in hardware performance. In addition, by modifying the network conﬁguration, the coresident information is hidden in the cloud services. This
destroys T2 and makes cross-VM side-channel attacks
impossible to proceed normally.
However, anti-co-resident detection is mostly used for
defenses in cloud servers. In a local side-channel attack, the
attacker already has strong prior knowledge of the victim’s
program and conﬁrms that the victim’s program has been
executed. The attacker may have the source code or binary
code or even the ability to execute the victim’s program
multiple times. In the face of this situation, the anti-coresident detection strategies may fail.
5.6. Channel Interference. A stable and usable channel is the
practical basis for side-channel attacks. Injecting noise into
the cache can interfere with channel usage. Hu [62] designed
fuzzy time to inject noise into various events. Similarly,
Brickell et al. [63] compress, reload, and randomize the
lookup table in the encryption and decryption of AES to
defend cache side-channel attacks. For normal encryption
and decryption algorithms, the cache changes caused by
these operations are noises. The injected noise interferes
with the side channel so that the attacker program cannot
use the cache to guess how the victim program uses the
cache, which ruins T3.
There are many techniques to interfere with the channel.
RPcache [56] (random permutation cache) uses a cache
random indexing method to bring in extra entropy, which
prevents attacker programs from preempting and speculating on the cache. Vattikonda [49] uses the hypervisor to
insert noise in the time measurement of the event. In addition, Zhang et al. [64] set up a bystander virtual machine to
inject noise into the L2 cache of the entire virtual machine
platform. Experiments show that the noise the bystander
virtual machine brings in can eﬀectively interfere with the
channel.
However, channel interference is not perfect. For highsecurity requirements, cracking channel interference is only
a game of complexity and time. In order to strengthen the
channel, the attacker proposed diﬀerent countermeasures:
use the error correction code or the SSH protocol to enhance
the robustness of the buﬀer channel [65]. These
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enhancement measures can bypass channel interference
defenses such as injected noise.
With the deepening of the research on side-channel
attacks, more forms and variants of attacks have been developed. However, all the new attack methods proposed are
still within the model mentioned in Section 3. Therefore, the
defense used to respond has not been separated away from
T1, T2, and T3.

6. Challenges and Trends
Side-channel attacks are a common security problem but not
easy to be noticed. Cache-based side-channel attacks are still
a huge threat for programs in both the cloud and local
environment because of the challenges:
(i) Diﬀerent from common vulnerabilities, it links
sensitive information and state changes, which is
unexpected for developers, resulting in compromising of privacy. Side-channel attacks use CPU
cache as a carrier, which is hardly paid attention in
developing. However, CPU caches are so important
in modern computer architecture that it is impossible to break away from the performance improvement brought by them, so the CPU cachebased side-channel attack has a wide range of application environments.
(ii) Considering eﬃciency and performance, environments (especially cloud computing service platforms) are unwilling to completely isolate hardware
resources. The future of cloud computing is sharing
and reuse. It is impossible to deploy massive dedicated resources.
(iii) Artiﬁcial Intelligence helps to recognize the pattern
of cache activities. AI algorithms reduce the diﬃculty of connecting sensitive information and cache
states and thus make the channel much more usable.
According to the challenges, defense strategies should be
explored from the following perspectives in the future.
(i) Strengthen security awareness of programmers, and
create more eﬀective code review policies in software engineering
Developers should avoid connecting sensitive information with cache states during the execution of
the programs. Good programing habits contribute
to more security against side-channel attacks. Besides, secure codes such as libraries should be developed and reused. Using reviewed codes can
reduce the risk of introducing side-channel attack
vulnerabilities.
(ii) Deploy more eﬃcient resource isolation
It is essential to design an eﬃcient and secure resources isolation mechanism against side-channel
attacks. More software and hardware features
should be developed and utilized to balance security
and performance, which is a hot research spot to be
studied and quantiﬁed in the future.

(iii) The diversiﬁcation of obfuscation and identiﬁcation
of the cache
Research studies trying to hide the access mode of
memory are meaningful. ORAM (Oblivious Random Access Machine), for example, is one of the
potential schemes. It encrypts information such as
the sequence, time, and frequency of access during
IO operations, thereby protecting private data.
Although the additional storage and performance
overhead brought by ORAM is still a problem for
the time being, it cannot be denied its signiﬁcance in
combating attacks involving cache states. Similarly,
obfuscation technologies can be deployed to hide
access modes and other information that can be
utilized in side-channel attacks.

7. Conclusion
This paper focuses on side-channel attacks that are based on
CPU caches. By comparing diﬀerent types of attacks, we
summarize the general workﬂow of the attack and propose a
model that distinguishes attacks from four perspectives,
namely, vulnerability, cache type, pattern, and range. Discussion on the model helps to conclude necessary conditions
of introducing security threats in side-channel attacks.
Meanwhile, defense strategies are classiﬁed into 6 types,
according to how they take eﬀect in the actual world.
We conduct a systematic analysis that provides a
comprehensive understanding of the CPU cache-based sidechannel attacks and their defense strategies. The proposed
analysis model suggests that the attacks can be analyzed from
the code vulnerability, cache type, attack pattern, and range.
We expect that further research studies could create new
attacks by changing these factors. In addition, the attack
conditions indicate the basis of the defense strategies. Interesting directions to follow will be invalidating these
conditions and proposing more eﬀective defenses. CPU
cache-based side-channel attacks are more dangerous than
expected. We hope this survey can attract more attention
and promote the development of research studies on them.
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